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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

Gaddini targets the future
President: The
past is the past
By REAGAN BRANHAM

By BETSY COLE
Administration editor

Student government editor
Student Body President Michelle Gaddini said in the annual
State of the University Address
that Eastern needs to look to the
future instead of focusing on the
past.
Gaddini listed three negative
issues from the past semester that
students should look past and use
as learning experiences for the
future.
She said the confidence vote for
Eastern President David Joms was
unnecessary because he has
proved himself as a worthy
president
The racial tension which
"peaked to a level it has never
been before" should also be put in
the past, she said.
Although nothing specific was
mentioned, the press coverage by
The Daily Eastern News was also
on the list of issues to forget so
students could focus on the future.
"The past semester has been
filled with anything but happiness
and constant jubilee," Gaddini
said. "One critical place is left
unseen and that is the future."
Gaddini then passed out
"promissory notes" to the senate
members as a place for them to

Education
bill cuts
IBHE seats

SCOTT PAINTER/Staff photographer
Student Body President Michelle Gaddini gives her State of the University address Wednesday night in
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
write their visions down.
"With each president comes
different individuals, different
backgrounds and different
leaders," Gaddini said. She said
differences among people makes
the world interesting.
Gaddini told the story of one
woman, Rosa Parks, who made a
big difference in the world by
saying one word - no.

"You have to believe you can
make a difference," Gaddini said
"Meet the chall enge and make
your vision become the reality of
our university."
Gaddini said among her goals
for the semester are: increasing
voter registration on campus by
holding a voter registration drive,
organizing a successful community service project for all the

student organizations to participate in, and having the Student
Government and the senate map
out a strategic plan for the future.
Other goals Gaddini mentioned
for the semester were to increase
voter turnout in the senate
elections, diversify the senate and
teach the senate members to listen
to the students more and take
action on what they want.

Additional resignation leaves 4 senate seats open
By REAGAN BRANHAM
Student government editor
Senate Speaker Kevin Piket said an
additional seat is open in the Student Senate,
leaving four seats available.
Wednesday night's resignation of senate
member Marcy Benjamin and three other
resignations from the past have opened
positions in the senate, Piket said.
Students may pick up an application for
the position in the Student Government
office in the M.artin Luther King Jr.
University Union. The applications are due

by noon Friday.
Positions are available to represent one atlarge, one off-campus and two on-campus
seats.
Vice President for Financial Affairs Matt
Herman also said two seats are open on the
Apportionment Board, a governing body that
regulates fees to various campus groups.
Applications for the seats are also
available in the Student Government office
in the Union and are due at 4 p.m. Feb. 2.
The first AB meeting of the semester will
be at 6 p.m. Tuesday in the Arcolaffuscola
Room of the Union.

In other senate business Wednesday night:
• A resolution drafted by Bryan Gutraj,
regarding a photography company and a
possible breach of contract, was not placed
on the senate's agenda for discussion.
Gutraj said the resolution couldn't be
placed on the agenda because of short
notice.
• Senate member Keith Ryniak said an Ell
Day is being planned at Springfield for April
17 or 24 for legislators to meet with Eastern
students and learn more about the university.

See SENATE page 2

The Illinois Board of Higher
Education was reduced by two
members as part of a bill
reorganizing higher education the same bill that eliminated
Eastern's governing board.
The board, reduced from 17
members to 15, was cut as a result
of the elimination of four
university governing boards. One
of the boards - the Board of
Governors - handled Eastern and
four other schools.
"We look forward to working
under the new structure," said Deb
Smitley, the IBHE' s associate
director for public affairs.
The IBHE recommends tuition
bikes, budgets and other administrative matters to the Legislature
for colleges and universities in
Illinois.
The Higher Education Reorganization Bill actually cut four
seats from the IBHE - o ne for
each university governing board.
Those four seats are replaced with

two.
Of the new seats, one new
member will represent public
universities and the other will
represent private schools.
Each member will serve oneyear terms and will be appointed
by the governor without con-

firmation of the Senate. This first
term, however, will continue for
less than six months because the
term expires on June 30 each year.
Molly D'Esposito, a trustee
from Southern Illinois University,
will represent public universities
on IBHE, and Phil Rock. former
president of the state Senate and
trustee of Rosary College and
Loyola University, wiU represent
private colleges and universities.
There will be no change in tbe
number and identities of the 10
current public members. The six-

See IBHE page 2

University not surprised by Clinton's union address
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor
Some political observers said they were
not surprised by the content of President
Clinton's State of the Union address Tuesday
night, saying it was targeted toward more of
the moderate voters.
"Personally I can't really say there was
anything surprising about it," said Richard
Wandling, associate political science
professor. "It's quite obvious when you see
where Clinton has positioned himself he'd
tried to take some of the middle of the road

• GOP retreats on balanced budget plan.
STORY page 6
base that has been taken by the Republicans."
Clinton traced the themes of his upcoming
re-election campaign and confronted the
GOP on the budget.
Wand.ling said he believes Clinton was not
focusing as much on traditional Democrats as
moderate Republicans in an attempt "to reach
out (to) the more political mainstream."
Ryan Graves, a junior political science

major, agreed
"I really don't think he really let out
anything new," he said. "It's all old stuff
which never got through."
However, Jason Stipp a sophomore social
sciences and secondary education major,
disagreed with Graves' assessment, saying he
was pleased with some of the issues raised in
the speech.

"I think President Clinton showed that he's
trying to reach out and work with the
Republicans and (be willing) to compromise
to get things done," Stipp said.
Some concern, however, was mentioned
concerning his address as a campaign speech
for the upcoming election.
Wandling said Clinton's speech included
some issues that will be later brought up in
his campaign, including the proposal of
requiring television manufacturers to place
violence monitoring chips in their sets, a
rating system for television shows, drugs and
See CLINTON page 2
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Children facing adult sentences
C.lilCAGO (AP) - The killers stand barely as higli
as the judge's bench. Before they were old enough to
sha\<e or drive, they dropped a 5-year-old boy to his
death from a 14th-floor window because he wouldn't
steal candy for them.
The wreoching question faced by a judge here this
week is whether these children belong in a jail with
other crin1jnals or in a treatment facility where experts
say rehabilitation can be a difficult goal
It's an issue that other states face as well, as the face
of crime grows younger and meaner, and couns are left
to. sort the fates of children who commit grownup
cnmes.
"You ask cops, )'OU ·ask the couns - people are seeing more and more of these kids," Jess McDooald, the
head of Illinois' child welfue agency, said Tuesday.
FBI crime statistics indicate the boys are part of a
small but growing pool of young criminals. In 1990,

the FBI reported 283 arrests of children 14 and tmder
for murder and non-negligent manslangbler, compared
to 379 in 1994.
Under a new Illinois law, the ·Department of
Children and Family Services may transfer youngsters
ages 10 to 13 to the slate's corrections department But
1
\ \ hen. it did so with these two boys. juvenile court
Judge Carol Kelly balked, saying Batly she did not
belie\'e the welfue <!epartmeut's comen!ion that noue
of its facilities were appropriate.
Testimony continued on Wednesday as Kelly listened to a series of experts and bureaucrats explain
how they had decided on a youth prison.
The two boys were 11 and 12 when they dropped
Eric Morse to his death. At their trial last fall, Eric's 8year-old brother testified he nm down the stain when
Eric was dropped, hoping to catch his brother before he
hit the ground.

Trick shooter to show skills
ByKATIEVANA
Staff writer

Eastern alum and professional
pool player Tom Rossman will

be putting on an exhibition on
pool techniques and cballenging
students with his ex·pertise
shooting precision.
Tom Rossman,. or D r. Cue.
will be performing from 11 a.m.
to 7 p.m. today in the Martin
Luther King Jr. Uni versity
Union Bowling Alley. Rossman
will be performing trick and
fancy shots, one arm shooting
demonstrations, audience challenges and fundamentals in

instruction.
"He is kind of comical - oot
reaJ serious - so it \\ill be e.ntertaining also," said Tim Taflinger,
manager of the Union Bowling
Alley.
Dr. Cue has been the World
Open Masters Champion and
ctmently tours the country performing, Taflinger said.
Rossman is a graduate of
Eastern and has performed here
various times before. He is performing this year because of student requests, Taflinger said.
"It is sort of like a homecoming for him because he was an
Eastern student," Taflinger said.

Simpson blames media for turning nation against him
LOS ANGELES (AP.) - 0 .1. Simpson
blamed the media Wednesday night for tuming many Americans ag_ainst him, and
expressed anger at relatives of the people be
was acquitted of killing.
"I ha'" a side of me that is very allgI)' at
Fred Goldman and the. Browns," Simpson
said in llis mt in-depth interview since the
murders of Ronald Goldman and Nicole
Brown Simpson.
Simpson also said in the live interview
with Black Entertainment Television that
Ms. Simps~'s Sisters "haven't been true to
the memory of Nicole."
"\\'hat they've doue ... has been very selfservi.ng," said Simpson, v.·ho accused Ms.
Simpson's sisters of selling "unflattering pictures" of Ms. Simpson to "the rags."
Simpson also lashed out·at the media.
"I think the media is the main reason why
America is feeling the way they're feeling: •

after the verdict.
"The vast majority, I'm telling you 95 per' ' I'm as innocent as anyone else out there~
cent of the people were clapping and giving
- O.J. Simpson me the thumbs up sign," he said..
Simpson, acquitted of murder in Octobec;
be said. " ... Theywereliedto."
at his house the evening after his acquittal. seemed to relish the opportunity to present
..I'm as innocent as anyone e-lse out there,." He said that information was contained on his case in public.after being grilled tmder
Simpson said.
the videotape he was selling by mail-order.
oath for three days in the offices of a
"I hope that I get a chance to sit down Goldman liun.ily lav.')ler.
Asked point-blank whetbei: he killed Ms.
Simpson and Goldman, Simpson said, "No, I u•ith you after the video is out, and then
He said be was swprised by the negative
did oot commit those murders. I couldn't kill we'll talk about that party - that alleged reaction to his efforts to repair his image folanyone, and I don't know of anyone who party," be said.
lowing the trial, and referred to the protests
Simpson ~aid he was "a little surprised" when he initially agreed to be intervi~wed by
was involved."
The channel promised it would be a no- by protests when he initially agreed to be NBC News after his Oct. 3 acquittal.
~This is America, I'm told. I'm as innobolds-barred session, with oo topic off limits. interviewed by NBC News after his Ocl 3
But Simpson refused to discuss specifics, cit- acquittal. He blamed the protest on a "certain cent as anyone else out there. I think one of
ing his contract with a \'ideo producer and a special interest." Simpson said the media the great things about this country is our
pending civil lawsuit against him.
misconstrued the re.action to the verdicts, right to speak," Simpson said.
"I can't really talk about the e\'idence in dwelling on pe<!ple who where against him
Simpson also took aim at people around
the case " he said
and ignoring his supporters, especially when the country who have used the case to raise
He aiso woulch.'t talk about a celebration he drove from the courthouse to his home consciousness about spousal abuse.

SENATEfrompageon•- - IBHEfrompageon•- - - - - - • Vice. President for Academic
Affairs Amy Decker said students are neede.d for the
Enrollment Management Adviser Committee and the Task
Foree. on Integration of Lo\ver
Division Student Services.
Interested students should call
Decker i n the Student Government Office at 581-552.2 by
Wednesday.

• Decker reported the deadline
for grade appeals is Feb. 13.
a Jason Stipp was approved as
the chairman for the Governmental Affairs Committee.
• John Hanley was approved as
the chairman for the University
Relations Committee.
• Phi Sigma Pi, an honorary fraternity, was approved as a recognized student organization.

year term for ptiblic members \\1ill endure, as \\'ell
as appointment by the governor with the approval
of the Senate.
"The public members are all people currently
employed in the privale sector and from \'arying
professional backgrounds," Smi!ley said.
The. IBHE composition will a lso maintain one
chair from the Illinois Community College Board,
one chair from the. Illinois Student Assi stance
Commission and one representative from the
Student Advisory Committee.
" The Student Advisory Committee was estab-

lished by the board many years ago to provide a
s tudent perspective on issue.s the board considers .... Smitley said.
The four university syste,m governing boards
consist of the terminated BOG and Board of
Regents; the Southern Illinois University Board of
Trustees, overseeing its schools in Carbondale,
Edwardsville and the SIU medical school in
Springfield; and the University of Illinois Board
of Trustees, \vhic.h governs it s schools in
Champaign-Urbana, Chicago and Springfield,
Smitley said.

CLINTONjrompageo11•- - - - - - - - - - -

now."·
gaugs.
Stipp also said he believes some·of the
Stipp said he belie\'es Clinton's true
proposals might rise again if Clinton is will- reelection campaign started long before
ing to compromise with Repubiicans in Tuesday night's speech
Congress.
"He started campaigning a long time ago,
"If they're good proposals, I'm sure we'll and now he's re-affirming what be stands for
see (more of) them," Stipp said. "The budget and trying to get the confidenc.e of the
is a Jong nmge issue, and right now 1 think American people on his side," Stipp said. "I
it's being used more as a political tool than think for every president as soon as they' re
an issue of what's going to happen right elected the first thing they want is reelec-
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tion."
Wandling, tmSure of when the campaign
process began for Clinton, said liis speech
provided some insight on his future direction.
"I think it gives us a clear indication of
Clinton's direction and where Clinton is
going to position himself in the election,"
\Vandling said "Clinton has tipped his hat 'to
ibe voters g;,,;ng the vote<s an idea of what

his campaign posture is going to be.• even
though formally speaking he hasn't declared
his candidacy yet."
Graves said be believes the speech was
too early to be considered the start of a campaign.
"I don't think it had anything to do with
the beginning of the campaign," Graves said.
"He hasn't even officially announced he's
running yet..

the ]UNCTION

.......

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Union Bowling Lanes & Rec. Area
NEWS STAFF

The Junction offers I 2 lanes for classes, open and league bowling, 6
.bllllard tables, video and p lnball, and camping equipment rental.
Anyone Interested In joining a league this sprtng should stop by the
Junction In the Union or call 581-3616
The cost per week Is only $3.00 plus shoe rental (35¢)

LEAGUE TIMES ••.
6:30p .cn.
6:30p.cn.
4: 30p .m.
7:00p.m.

& 9p.m .... Monday Night COED
& 9p.m .... Tuesday N ight COED

····-----·······
·····----·······

Peterson Po int ( lndv.) Wed.•
Wednesday Night Coe d doub le s

• (ABC Sanctioned)

NIGHT STAFF
*1i<Nat.- ·- ·- ·-------...ctrliSl!pe" NS.·etlia"··----·--·- --- .J:lrn8li1El
NIJtedtr---·--·-·-------J<.ale~

Nqtei:n:r_··- -·--·--·- --·--·B'Da:rl

-·-------------.SO:C PaflB"

Fblb do'"

/WI. ngtei:tlcl'- - -·--·----PlatWRoa;e'$

°"~---·--l!M~ME'Sideldc:Cbl\
~ f,Q'fln. !l'.1lJI WOkletl

Location ••• North end of UNION STATION
Hours• •• M-TH . .• 9:00 a.m. - 10::50 p.m.
f: . ......... 10:00 a.m.- 1 I::50 p.m.
ll;il
Sat. .••... 2:00 p.m. - 11::50 p.m .
~=-c
Sun ..... 4:00 p.m. - J0::50 p.m.
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New initiative
would keep
I,.
Amtrak
open
:=:J~~l~~~~i---rr--~1

On eve of negotiations, VP resigns
Trailmobile will
enter mediation
without negotiator

•

By JESSICA BAKER

Staff writer

By MELANIE McCLAIN
City editor
Troilmobile otr'icials will meet with a federal mediator today without their vice president 'kilo lead contract negotiations.
Vice President Mel Johnson resigned his
p:isition Tuesday night, according to
.,urces atTrailmobile,lnc., 1000 14thSt.
NO other infonnation about Johnson's
resignation was available Wednesday. Ed
Kenned~ human resources manager for
Trailmobile, MS unable to be reached for
comment Wedneo:lay.
About 1,000 workers have been locked
out at the semi-trailer manufacturer since
Sunday. United Paper Workers International
Local 7591, which represents the \Oorkers,
at odds over contract language, pensions
and the fact that union Workers have not
had a wage increa~ in four :years.
The 1111ion and Traihnobile officials will
meet today with federal mediator Tom
Hemy from Indianapolis in an effort to
expedite anagreement between the sides.
Johnson was one of the Trailmobile officials who told workers not to report to work
last weekend.
"He did have a lot of input into (negotiations)," said Bill Foran, a member and pick'
et organi2.0r. '1 think there were times, from
what I've he8ld, that he quite ofton stepped
in and changed the tune of negotiation5 a
bi( and pretty well tried to run how the
negotiations.were going."
SC OTT PAINTER/Staff photographer
Company negotiators told union mem.
.s1ianon
Pullpun,
a
12-year
employee
ofTrailmobi/e
Inc.,
(right) holiJ.s a pich>t sign in
ber.; Wednesday that Johnson left to "purfront of the business l*dnesday. .s1ie and her co-workers .ayde Lovell (mddle) and
sue othera\o~nues," Foran said.
'XJohnson) left the plant this afternoon Brenden Parsons have been locksd out since Sunday.
around 2 p.m., and he. did not look like a today's regotiationswith the rederal mediaCollins said a mass sign-up with the
happycampe~" Fomnsaid
tor.
lllinois Department of Unemployment
On Tuesday. union workers met in
'We want to see what kind of mutual Setvice will take place so union workers
Ashmore to discuss several issues including troils and avenues we have in common," can apply for unemployment status.
health care.
Collins said.
"Anytime you discontinue a steady
'We discussed health care concern; and
Kennedy said Mmday that violations of income to a family it hurts," Collins said.
the position of the company as far as the company rules, incidents of sabotage and "Everyone can feel a difference in their
current health in~rance and replacement damage to company and employoe property pockets."
insurarce available to us," union President were cited as reasOns for the lockout. Union
Uriion workers rejected a compaJly conGaiyCollins said.
members denied the allegations.
tract proposal 865-72 Jan. 16, which would
Collins said the mood of union workers
Employ.es will not be paid during the have replaced a four-yoar agreement that
is "very high and hopeful" going into lockout.
expired at 11 :59 pm. that night.
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20 oz. Drafts

is running out, and the
routes could close by

w_._..

F ebr. 28 if a bill proposed by State Rep. Mike Weaver
Mike Weaver, R-Ashmore, fails.
The bill would 'appropriate $2 .5 mil-

lion to fund the four Amtrak routes
through June 30. 1f the state doesn't
receive the additional funding, the train
routes could be canceled permanently.
"The Mattoon mayor Wanda Ferguson,
Western Illinois University and surround-

ing communities are supp:irting the bill
to reopen the Illini route, and hopefully
we .can succeed," Wewer said. "This bill

will provide money necessar.y for the
Illini route to run to the end of the fiscal
year."

Students attending Eastern, Illinois
State University and University of
Illinois in Champaign-U 1bana would be
affected by the closing of the Illini route
which travels from Chicago to
Carbondale, with Mattoon as one of its
pit SfoP'.
The Student .Senate is circulating a
petition for students to sign stating
Amtrak is "an essential service to the students and community in traveling to different locations throughout the state" and
asking the state legislature to fund the
train routes.
Students can sign the petition in the
Student Govenunent office on the second
floor of ihe Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.

~ Now Leasing for

I

~'

TONITE at:

Mother's.

keep them temporarily
open. But that money

(located across from the Union on 7th Street)

ALL YOU CAN E:ATf
·PIZZA
· SALAD BAR
• SPAGHETTI
•GARLI C BREAD

(_

Federal cutbacks ~----~

announced last year
impac.ted the routes
and caused the state to
allocate $2 .5 million to

The only OFF Campus Housing
0/Y Campus

Corner of 4th and Lincoln

I

ture.

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS

5 TO 9 pm

YOUR

Central lllinois college students using
Amtrak as a source of transportation may
have to find another way to travel if a
recently proposed bill to keep four local
routes open doesn't pass the stare legisla-

• •

•1,2 & .3 Bedroom
furnjshed Units
•free Parking
•free Trash

FALL '96

• Central AC
·Balconies
•Laundry
•Dishwashers

Call anytime 348- 14 79
for an appointment
Office hours: 4-6 p_m.
MTWRF

Bar Drinks
Bottles

It Pays to Advertise in the
Daily Eastern News!
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Columns are the opinion of the alllhor.
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Black History Month
excellent opportunity
to expand knowledge
The events planned for Black History Month
are a perfect opportunity for the campus to
expand its knowledge and understanding of
African-American history, art and culture.
Themed "Unity in Community," the month
is packed with speeches, performances, workshops, exhibits and presentations that are a rare
treat to Eastern.
This year also marks the first ever AfricanAmerican Heritage Celebration which began
Jan. 15 with the candle light Martin Lut)ler
King Jr. Memorial March and stretches
through Feb. 27.
Groups and offices across campus have
obviously worked hard to put together a
- - - - - - - - diverse calendar of over
25 events _ Students,
staff and faculty should
take advantage of the
many opportunities to be entertained and
enlightened.
At an 11:40 a.m. luncheon today, "Opening
Doors - Diversity at Eastern," will cover several issues that directly relate to Eastern students, including gender equity in athletics,
multiculturalism in curriculum, services for the
disabled and minority recruitment. Former
Eastern vice president for business affairs
Charles Colbert will present the lecture.
One of the most notable events planned for
February is " The Role of Activism in the·
African-American Community" presented by
Black Panther Party Founder Bobby Seal. On
Feb. 2 students have a once in a lifetime
chance to hear first hand about the party 's
influence in the black community.
Bi-racial children, African-American
dialects, stereotypical images of blacks and
black greek history are among subjects of
other events throughout the month.
And on Feb. 23, the campus can experience
the " Power, Passion and Pride of Black
Women," at Miss Black EIU. The pageant is
packed with worth while features, from campus musicians to theatrical performances by
contestants.
The month should not only promote community and unity· among African Americans, but
among the entire campus. Everyone should
contribute to the celebration by supporting the
events.

Evaluation1s need student, faculty attention
With the first two weeks of
classes almost behind us, it is a
little easier to sit back and make

a prediction of how your
semester will turn out. The

myself have been woli:ing on an
evaluation of faculty that dis"We are asking cusses their teaching teclwiques,
and general classroom
the questions styles
procedmes.
and listening
Presently, at the end of each
term
students fill our scantron
for the voices evaluations
on the faculty. Those
ofthe students evaluations are compiled by
departments and, for legal reato respond. "
sons, can not be released publicly. However, if an evaluatjon
of sorts wa.s conducted by the
senate and did not infringe upon the rights of the faculty,
it could possibly be published for our benefit.
My question to you is what would you like· to see the
senate do to mike this situation possible? What topics,
specifically, would you like to see addressed on the evaluations? As faculty, what would yon like students to evaluate you on? What infonnation do you want students who
are considering taking yom courses to know about what
they are getting into?
Often, it is brought up that the senate needs to listen to
the student body; so here is the ideal situation to see if \\1e
as a senate- are paying attention. We are asking the questions and listening for the voices of the students to
respond. The senate extends an open invitation to all students ·and faculty to attend our meetings to voice ne\v
ideas and opinions.
Make your voice heard by either e -mailing me at
cukab6 or by attending the senate meeting next
Wednesday night at 7 p.m. in the Arcola-Tuscola Room
of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Take an
·active stand for your education and yom universit}'. There
is no better time than the present.

ans\ver c.o uld be either one of
these two: the "I'll be spending '---_.-=-----'
now through May at the librmy"
response, or the "Oh yes! All I KELLY BROWN
have to do is breathe. to pass this Guest columnist
semester!,, \\'hichever your
semester may be• .we all have
one common bond. \VC are all
paying thousands of dollars,. either om own or om parents. to attend these classes.
Personally, I pay a large portion of my education and
really want to get my money's worth. This breaks down
to classes and a leaming environment that iS conducive to
my learning style . I love classes that are active and
involve discussion. I am also better at essay tests than.
multiple choice. We each have our won ways of leaming
and we all deserve to get an education that \\'e can honestly learn from.
As diverse as .we are as students, so is the faculty here
at Eastern. The faculty too have ways that they feel most
comfortable teaching and conduc.ting their courses.
Almost every educator will tell you that he or she enjoy
students who enjoy leaming in his/her class.
· In an ideal world, we coald all be matched with our
ideal environment and be happy. Students would be in.
enviionments conducive to their learning styles. Faculty
would benefit by having students who are interested in
their teaching styles ·and tecihniques. The overall energy
of classes would improve if all of the people involved
wanted to be the.re.
This column was written in an effort to get feedback
-Kelly Brown is a Student Senate member and a guest
from both facul ty and students alike. As Academic
Affairs chair for the Student Senate, my committee and columnist for Tiie Dai!y Easteni N11Ws.

Edl.tQfJ·a1

' ' today's

~uote

Help me with knowledge - for Life's
Old - Death's New!

- Robert Browning

Health Service, nurses
lack professionalism
toward students

your turr1

gregational area for nurses, it took
three differeJlt nurses four attempts to
draw
a sample of blood from my arm,
Dear editor:
I hoped I would never have to go and one nurse did a throat culture on
there - ever. Then one day last another student while I was still in
semester, it happened. I fainted and the room. He de.served his privacy
was rushed to the ultimate in health and I desen1ed to be isol~ted from
care, Health Setvice. When I walked whatever he was being culiured for.
Thete is no excuse for these kind
in, I would not believe my eyes. The
of
things to be happeniJlg. Health
-place was a zoo. Flu -patients were.
Service is supposed lo help students,
not separated from those who were
less sick, people who had already not make them feel worse. It is bad
enough to be sick or injured, so the
been treated were trying to get out
but couldn' t because the line of last thing you \\rant to think about is
incoming patients wound throughout the medical attention you wilJ
the room and two nurses stood in the. receive. It truly is a shame rhat a
middle of all this sipping ce>ffee. (If place as important as a student health
care facility is so poorly run. Health
they \Vere on break, it would have Sen;ce and the university that funds
done more for my morale for them to
(including studeol money) might
have been out of my sight. Doe ~ it
want to examine. its cwrent policies
Health Service provide a break 1oom
for its employees?) However, I decid- and procedures.
Valerie OeVillez
ed to keep an open mind. I hoped that
the quality of care would help me to
forget the chaos I witnessed when I
walked in. Wishful thinking.
During the two hours !hat I was
there, my already low opinion of the
establishment worsened. The treat- Dear editor:
As of December 1995, a majority
ment room I \\tas in \Vas a used conof the locked out workers at A.E.

Habitat for Humanity
ends pepsi boycott

Staley Manufacturing Co. in Decatur
voted to ratify a new labor a·g reeme11t This means that the boycott of
Pepsi products and restaurants is
over.
I would like to thank Habitat for
Humanity campus chapter, Student
Volunteer Center, Knights of
Columbus, The Newman Catholic
Center and all individuals who stood
in solidarity with the workers in
Illinois.

Annie White

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News eocourages letters to the editor concerning
local., state, national or international
issues.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed,
the name of the author-> the author's
address and telephone number must
be included. If necessary, letters will
be edited according to length and
space at the discretion of the editorial page editor or editor in chief:
Anonymous letters will not be
printed.
If a letter has more than three
authors, only the names of the first
three will be printed.
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Renovations begin
to make buildings
more accessible
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor

SCOTT PAINTER/Staff photographer

House party
Roommates Katie Cherry (1¢), 2Q ajunior health studies mqjor and Gretchen C.emann (bacicground), 2q a
Ju.nioe special education/elementary education mqjor, talk with Money Kaating of.Oldetowne Management. The
display was part ofStudent Housing Day in the Martin Luther KingJr. tiliversity tilicm.

African heritage focused on at Tarble
By JEANINE FO LLERT
Staff writer

"It's a solo exhibition of recent works by Vince
Smith," said Michael Watts, the director of the
Tarble Arts Center.
"The exhibition is timed in coordination with
Exploring African-American heritage will be the
focus of an exh\bition and presentation at the Black ·History and· Awareness MO nth and is for
Tatble Arts Center by ~rtist Vince Smith beginning an:>"ne interested in attending," said Watts.
Friday.
Some .of the materials Smith uses symbolize the
An eJ<hibition titled "Vince Smith: Recent stereotyping, bondage and brotherhood of African
Constructions and Paintings" will explore Smiths' Americahs.
·African-American heritage through constructions
"I like to fool the eye into enjoying the different
of found objects and mixed media paintings.
feelings provided by each of the sulfaces in my
The exhibition will be at the Tarble Arts Center work. I enjoy deep paintings - not deep mentally
Jan. ·26 through March 3. It is open 10 a.m. to 5 as much as rich,"Smith said.
p.m. Tuesday through: Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
A few examples of the materials Smith uses are
Saturday and 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. Sunday. Smith will suitcases and trunks, which symb91ize a sense of
also be on campus to speak about his work at 1 bonilage and dolls and figurines, which symbolize
p.m. Jan. 30 also at the Tatble Arts Center.
the stereotypes faced by African Americans.

'~

Conslr1lction has begun on reveral campus buildings in order to
bring Eastern up to the accessibility
standards set in the Americans With
Disabilities Act,
Modification work is being carried out in Coleman Hali Kiehm
Hall, the Life Science Building,
Clinical Services Building au! Old
Main.
Steve Shrare, coordinator for the
project said most of the work is
being done in the b.u ildings'
restrooms, re:plac ing sin.k s and
making at least one facility in each
restroom wheelchair accessible.
Shrake said modifications on the
outside of the buildings, including
fixing wheelchair iamJl' and repairing and raising sidewall<s, are set to
oegin in April and run through
early August. The project is expected to last about 10 months and will
involve about 900 modifications.
"Most of the buildings are
prerently at least partially accessible," Shrake said. "!'here's been a
lot of effort done in the pas~ but
some of the things that we,. done
don't quite meet the (Americans
With Disabilities Act) requirements."
Modifications will also be made
to the following buildings: Boo\h
Libral)I the Fine Arts Building, the
green house, Textbook Rental,

McAfee .Gymnasium, the Tatble
the
Arts
Building
and
Telecommunications Building.
Shiake said visual alauns will be
added to fire alauns, doo""'>~ will
be wideneCI, wt.eelchair accessible
stations will be added to most labs
and wheelchair accessible seats will
be installed in the auditoriums.
The university determined what
modifications needed to be made
after university officials and arc hi.tects looked at the campus to determine possible problems, Shrake
said.
Physical Plant Director Ted
Weidner said Eastern is slated to
receive $Y million from .: capital
dovelopment fund the state has set
up, and about $2 million of that has
been received so far. Of that mone:,1
$150,000 will go toward outside
vmk.
'11\ere's a lot of problems with
sidewalks on campus," Weidner
s.id. "We have sidewalks that are
old and have big cracks on them.
We also recognize there are sidewalks in low areas like in front of
BoothLibruy."
Shrake said while the repairs
would help to alleviate drainage
poblems romewhat that is not the
main focus oftre ,.pairs.
"Some of the smaller fixes aren't
going to charge the drainage an:,1"
Shrake said. "A lot (of the ,_paiis)
just entail small areas where the
sidewalk has cracked."
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After Rush
Come and hear
DJ Jason Bertrand
play your favorite music!

$1 Bottles
No Cover

SURPRISE
YOUR

FRIE.ND!

We Want You!
·W~,

• Photographers

Place a

BIRTHDAY AD

•GRAPHIC DESIGNERS
Gain Valuable Exp erience on the
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1996 Warbler Yearbook Staff
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GOP offers a compromise

...
. :... .., p

Soldier discharged
for not wearing UN logo

Republicans give in on balanced budget plan
WA~HINUTON

(Al')

Congressional Repi>lican leado"
invited President Clinlon lo pirsue
a modest package of spending ard
tax cuts Wednesday, signaling
retreat from their long-sough! goal
of a budget-balancing deal The
White House quickly sh>wod its
interest.
The exchange underlined a desire
by both sides lo salvage sometling
from their inlrac tab le budge !
impasse . Even if the two sides
could shal<e hards on oome savings,
it would lea'" the portios' yea r long
conflict over reshaping Medicare,
Medicaid and ""!fare lo be decided
by the vorers in this auturnn's elec·
tions.
"Barring a dramatic change o f
heart on President Clinlon's part. I
don'! expect us lo gel a ~n-year
balanced budget while President
Clinton is in office, 0 House
Speaker Newt Gingrich, R-Ga , lold
reporrers. "But I do !link )IOU can
take slet>' ." Gingrich was dis··
cussing his plan Wednesday
evening with House GOP freshmen,
a large, confrontational group that
has been adamant all year that they
went nothing !ere thln a "''"n.year
b~et-belencing deal.
In the search for savings,
Gingrich said he hoi:ed the
Republic ans and White House
could agree lo more than $100 billion over seven )'tars. plu.s more

~A

lhan $21 billion in lax cuts f<r familie< and businesoes- But he said he
l'Ould be swprised ifClini>n would
agne to
than $ 50 billion in
S!Vings.
In • la tter lo Clinton, Gingrich
and Senate Majority Leader Bob
Dole, R-Kan., called the savings
and tax cuts• "down pa;ment" on
baW.Cing the budget ard said both
would be included in legislation
extending the govenunent debt ceiling. The administration has said tie
government l'Ould be forced inlo a
disruptive, firs t-ever default by
lvhrch l if its borrowing authority is
rol extendod.
O n !ha! mailer, one of Wall
Street'• chief credit-rating agercies
tluoatened on Wedneo:lay lo lower
the credit rating on some U .S.
bonds. Moody's lnveslors Service
said, "The positioro being taken in
the current debate over the budget
and the debt ceiling have signifi.
ca.ntly increased the risk of a
dllaul!." In Louisville, Ky., Clinton
said he hed "• good conversation"
with Oingric h about tie Republican
leaders' proposal. The president

'"°"

L.X
TONIGIIT:

$J 2 5 Lab att's
Blue Bottles
$200

- -

Pints

Samuel Adams
509 Van Buren

345· 2380

made the call, li'om Alr t·oroe One .

While House spokesman Mike
McCuny said administration offi.
cials were encouraged by the GOP

proposal, and Treasury Secretary
Robert Rubin saX3 tile suggestions
nare constructive,. need to be dis.cussed." Gingrich said Clini>n did
not express opp:isition i:I tile idea of
putting spending an:! tax cuts on the
debt-limit measure.
On a seperare track, House and
Sena re Republicans remained bitterly dMded over legislation aimed at
sidesrepping a new federal shutdown this 1<eekeru:l. House coroervatives were insisting on banning

U.S. aid to overseas family planning
jllOgrams that use abortions, a provision the more moderate Senate

m.nleddropped.
'1ftheywant to !>hi a chance at
closirg the government that's their
prerogative, but "" have no ir4ention to change~" said House

Appropriations Commitree Chairman Bob Livingston, R-La.
Senate Minority Leader Tom
Daschle, D-S.D., said Clinton
v.ould veto the bill keeping the goverronent open if it contained the
abortion restrictions.

The legislation averting a shutdown, which would finance many
agencies at lower levels than last
year, represented another front in
the Republicans' effort to pressure
Clinton to accept pieces of their

Thursday: 6:00p.m .-?:??
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WUERZBURO, Oerma.ny
(AP) - A U.S. soldier whose
refusal to sem underU.N. command was lauded byconoemtiws but called a polential "cancer' by the Anny, ..,,. convi:ted
of disobedience Wednesda.y and
gn..n a bad-conduct disc ha!ge.
Sp::. Michael New, 22, is the
firs t American serviceme.n

court-martialed for ,.fusing to
acce pt foreign command on a

United Nations operation.
The jury could have slapped
New with a dishonorable dis·
charge, six months' i.ncarcere, ..

lion and a loss o f pay. New's
attomeysaid he thought the ie..,.
severe sente nce indicated the

jury believed Ne w's co ncerns
were legitimate.
New, a medic from Conroe,

Texas, stood impassively as the
seven-men jury relwmd !he verdict aO.r 20 minutes of dehbera·
tion.

Outside the courtroom al
Leighlon Barracks U.S. Anny
base, New smiled again when
1"porrers asked him how he felt
but he did not answer any ques·
lions. His atlome}IS "'Y he will
appeal.
New's case has be en charnpi·
oned by American conseive.tivos
who oppooe placing US. armed

forces under United Nations

command.
About 100 congressional rep.
"senlatives, including Senate
Majorily Leador Bob Dole, hove
sponso..d legislation making it
ilJegoJ to order an armed.services member to wear U.N.

msr:

o ffic: ials in Ge neva

declined to comment on the case
Wednesda;1 saying it is against
policy lo diocu.'5 member stares'
court dee: is ions.
New's fathe~ Daniel, said the
ve rdict was a foregone conclusion.
" We cer1ainly were not sur-

prised because, frankl;1 no milii.ry court is qualified to rule on
something of this constitutional
impo rtance," he said from
Te xas. " We're ready to go to

federal court."
The elder New said that when
his son was !old he could be
court-merlialed and lose his benefits for refusing to wear the
U.N. gear, his son replied: "If I
heve to go to prison, I'll go, and
why would I want thore benefits
if I have them in a country that
isn't free?'"

Daniel New brought wide
attention to his

son ~s

case by

appearing on J>dio talk show.:.

Thursday at:

U11A
arty's
Gyros w /Fries
$3 42.

All Bottles
$ 1~

Capt. Coconut Mixers
$2 00

For rides and .Info call
J . R. White at 345-5435 or " '
Matt Smith at 581-6883. ~
•

N EED A BREAK?

Come See
An Exhibition by World Open Masters

Champion

Tom Rossman ''Dr. Cue''
you!
Ye:ih you. ..the qnly one looking al
this paper. Rigm? Well, now tfuu
I've 6<:?I vour .'l.ttention.• .Are you
hungry? Feel like a little MexJcan?
Wh:it abo~t a burrito? Yeah that's
~:ibjJr,"'J~ wlut I <aid.. .A mouth watering.tortilla flfioo with mounds of grilled
sic:tk,?!_chicken, wur cr""'J.!.
c h<:~, oeans...Sound ,SOC>$l? well,
whal urc you waiung for.•.

Get your butt off that couch a nd

Grob a Bambal

348-0911
Open 11am ·Afte r the Bars Close
14 1.S Fourth S trttt

BURRITOS AS BIG AS YOUR HEAD!'"

• Wing Shots
• Masse Sh ots
•Roller Coaster Cu es
• Audience Challenge
• Trick & Fancy Shots
• Pyramid Balance Act
•Fundamentals in Instruction
•One-Arm Shooting Demonstration
11 A.M. - 7 P.M.
TODAY, J anuary 25th
Union Bowling Lanes, University Union

upclose
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Ingredients
1 box macaroni and cheese
112 CtJP orange juice
1 pacl<age smoked sausage•

b y

Boring when
overeaten
and soggy
when
overcooke~

noodles
still remain
the starch of
choice for
many
college
students

Kar e n

W o lden

f only we all lived in Taylor or Lawson
Halls.
Their recent addition of pasta, potato
and taco bats to food service has left
soine ofus envious, remembering the
days when every meal was topped off
with a Saltine cracker, starch, a bowl ofFroot
Loops and more starch.
But planning meals, whether you live in a
dorm or anapartment, doesn't ha\'e to be
monotonous.
Life is much more than spaghetti, rice and
macaroni.
"Most people make Ramen Noodles or macaroni and cheese," Tricia Kauffman, a freshman
special edn<:ation and elementary education
major, said of college students' eating habits. "It
gets real boring, but Ramen Noodle.s are really
cheap."
Whether it is Ramen, Kraft or Uncle Ben' s, it
seems Students can not break the habit of boiling
the same starchy meals day after day.
Kauffman, who lives in Carman Hall, said she
eats most of her meals in food service but often
cooks in her floor 's Jowige.
"I'm a little bit extreme." senior management
major Angie Repking said of her own food
choices. "I get about zero grams of fat a day."
Repking said she used to indulge in the.
Ramen Noodles craze bnt has decided "they
have too much fat," so she switched to snacking
on Minute Rice and carmed vegetables.
Michelle Chambers, a sophomore pre-nursing
major, said she eats out for most meals, but when
she does cook, she sticks to simplicity, frequently preparing soup and Hamburger Helper.
"I used to like (Ramen Noodles)," Chambers
said after boiling bags and bags of them last year
in Carman Hall. "But I got sick of those."
"I find myself eating a lot ofdollar pizzas and
hamburgers," said Chauncey Granger, a junior
speech communications major "I live day to day
basically."
Granger said he doesn't cook often and saves
money by depending on friends and fast food
joints to till him up.
Noodles are the perfect ansl\1er when you
don't have the time or money to cook, btil if
eaten in bull:. they can become boring. And
unless they are paired with vegetables or sometimes meat they Jack many essential nutrienis.
"I cook chicken with macaroni and cheese,
com and always some greens with it - like
peas," Granger said.
· The following recipes follow Granger's concept and will ti~ your pasta problems. They""'
nutritious, quick, simple and a lot more enjoyable than ordinary noodles.

Ingredients
1 pacl<age chicl<e11 or beef Rame<1
Noodles
112 pound beef or chicke11 •
3 cups vegetables of your
ch-Oice
2 teaspoons vegetable oil
1 teaspoon soy sauce

Directions
1. stice sausage diagonally in 1inch pieces.
2. Begin boiing water for
macaroni.
3. tn pan with orange jlice, cook
sausage until orange juice
dissoms, stirring often.
3. Preiiare macaroni and cheese,
folklwing package directions.
4. Mix sausage with macaroni or
se111e on the side.
• Turlcey smoked sausage is a tuwer
fat Sl.lbstitJJte br beefsmoked usage.
Steamed vegelall/es are a good
subslitute txsausage.

Directions
1. stice meat into small cu!Jes.

2. tn ~let, brown meal in oil.
3. Add cut up vegetables, 112
package noodle seasoning
and soy sauce.
4. Cook, sli!ring often, for
about 15 minutes.
5. Boil and drain noodles.
6. Serve vegetables and meat
over noodles.
• Meat can be substilvled with add~
Uonal l'ef}elab/es.

Ingredients
1 112 cups uncooked egg
noodles
1 cup troze11 mixed vegetables
1 cup marinara sauce
112 leaspoon oragano
112 leaspoon basil
Directions
1. Begin boiling water ilr

noodles.
2. steam vegetables in 1 tablespoon water in microwave lor

about 2 minutes (On stove: cook
for about 5 milutes).
3. Boil egg noodles kJ about 5
minutes or until lender. Orail.
4. Add steamed vegelabtes to
marinara sauce. Cook until
sauce beglls lo bullble.
5. Serve sauce OYer noodles.

Ingredients

1 6 ounce can tuna, drained •
1 t 5 ounce can creamed com
1 11 ounce can cream of chicl<en

or mushroom soup
1 cup froze11 peas
1 box macaroni and dleese
1 cup crumbled crackers

Directions
1. PrlHleat ove11 to 350 degrees.
2. Prepare macaroni and cheese
without adding milk and butter.
3. Combine in casserole dish with
tuna, com, peas alld soup. Stir
well.
4. Drizzle crackersOYEf top of
casserole.
5. Bake for 30-4ll minutes, or until
crackers brown.
• Ca!lfled dlidielJ may also be used.
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Help Wanted

bar open 24 hours. Don't be left
out of this Special Promotion. Cal
1-80().682-0919

$ CRUISE SHIPS HI RING!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1129

Studen t"S Needed! $$$+Free
Travel (Cari bbean. Europe,
Hawaii! ) Seasonal/Perman ent.
No Exper. NecesSatY. Gde. Qt~
~398 ext C 1038

FEMALE TO SHARE 2 BDRM.
house with other femal.e. Own
room $210+ utilit~es. 1/2 block
from campus. Call Jacqueline.

2/ll
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es: in
th-e Roe-ties near Vail, ANDERSON CAMPS s eeks caring.
enthusi astic, dedicated. Patient
i ndividuals who enjoy woni ng
wltb children i n an outdoor setting. Counsel ors. Cooks.
Wra.ngle.rs, Riding Instructors.
and Nurses . Intervi ews on
January 3 1st. Stop b y Career
Planning and Ptaoemeot office· to
get application and sign up for an
i nterview. Questions? Call us at
{970) 524-n66.
1/29

Help Wanted
~~~~~~~~·21 1

CO NSOLIDATED
MARKET
RESPONSE is hiring for 1996.
We tall!; to people who want to
talk to us! We offer: •oay positions 'Flexible Evening Positioos
'Weekty Paychecks 'Corporate

Training •starting Pay $61hour

•Automatic Raises. Call us

343-8637.

==~~~-~--1129

THREE GIRLS looking for two
nice gi"ls to share
5 person

weat

house. CAll US. 345-7320.

1126

R~o=o~M~
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••~take

ewer lease through June. Rent
$200 + ulffities. Close to campus.

309-944-4807.

~--~--~~-1129

ROOMMATE WANTED: Own
room, Free C.able., tr ash, water.
\Vasher!Oryer. 1 and one half
miles from campus. $195 + 113

FUL PEOPLE UTILIZE OTHER

1131

PEOPLE'S MONEY, IDEAS AND
EFFORTS. OUR MULTI-MllllON
S COMPANY Will SHOW YOU
HOW. 337-Mn OR 345-1035.
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m
=
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needed for life drawing classes.

$4.25/hour. Apply at Art Office.
1/26

1/25
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' ND

Eam up
$2.000+/month wortcing on Cruise Ships or Land-Tow
companies. World tr<wel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.).

DRIVERS NEEDED at Jimmy
John's. Apply in person.

1130

DR"'o"N"G"'k"o""N"G"'R"u"O"s"'E"'.'Hel p
wanted. waitress only. Appl y i n
person. 1505 181h St

Seasonal and full -time employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information
call 1-206-971-3550 ext. C57383

1130

growing telecommuni cations co.
seeks Reps i n this area. Great
financial opportunity fOf full and
part time positions. ean today!
618-427-5218

2fT

211

A•rtA~S~l<A~~STl"O"OceN~
i,
JO~BS~!r-iG....

$$$! Thousands of jobs available.
Ma l e / Fema l e .

RoomlBoardfTran.spcwt often pr~
vided. No Exper. Nee.. Gde. 919~0188ext.A1038

ext.J57382

Wanted

---------~2/ll

ext.N57383

UNBELIEVABLE OFFER! Fema&e
sublessor needed for spring
semester {Jan-May). January and
May rent and security deposit
ALREADY been paid! Very close
to campus, low Rent and free
parling! Call 348-7659 and ask
for Penny.

2fT

ABLE 15-20 HRS PER WEEK.
$5/HOUR. • APPLY IN PERSON
AT GANDOLFI CHIROPRACTIC
CENTER. 2-115 18TH ST.

CHARLESTON.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1129

1/25
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hune<iatefy. 1 Bkd from ·LantL
Please Call 235-6 102.
1/31
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FOR SUMMER 91!. Close to cam·
pu.s.. Will have a room of her own.
Rent is 160/month. Phone-345-

-----~----518
FURNlSHED, SPACIOUS 4 and

6 bedroom apartments available
summer or fall of 1996 fof quiet.
serious students. One' living room
and 2 bathrooms pee apartment
Offstreet patmg. 6 blocts north
o f Old Mai n. Reasonable rates,
low utilities.. Ask about 10% discomt. 234~1 after4 pm
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available to lease. close to campus. call Kn at (2t7) 346-3583.
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96. Close to campus, own room
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Summer term. 5114-8/ 14, own

Roommates
~~~~~~~~1/30

bedroom. 112 block off campus.
Call
345-5675.
__
_ _ _ask
_for
_Shannon
_ _1/31

1 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED. own room. Close to ca~.

N ICE. CLOSE to campus, furnished houses for ' 96-'97 school

For Rent

The Daily Eastern News
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Student O Yes O No
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-~~~~~~~516
RENT SMALL FURNISHED
APART MENT for 2 s tudents,
eicceOent oondition. $250 per student per month, 12 roonil Sease.
Cal 348-7653 leave message.

student house are block north of
O'Brien. Beautifully decorated
excellent condition. S200 per student per month. 12 monfl tease.
Cal 348-7653 leave message.

"DRUMMER'" with set, looting to
joi n original band. if i nter ested
please call Pa~ at 348-5094.
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-~~~~~~~~212

$210.00fmonth. Call 34~3148.

345-5048 BEFORE 6:00.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1126
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=1~N·GPosit ions .are now available at
National ·Parts. Forests & Widlife
Preserves. Excellent bene fits +
bonuses! Call: 1-206-971 -3620

For Rent
APTS. FOR FALL. 2 or 3 St. for
2-3 girls. Call CAMPUS
RENTAL S. 345-3t 00 between 3-

PUS. NO PE TS OR PART IES.

Sublessors
utili6es. 348-5362.
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~
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~~R=apidly
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=A~c=H~E=N
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=
u=s~H~A=a=R=o"'ADM<lke up to $25-$45/hr. teaching
basic conversational En glish
abroad. J.apan. Taiwan. and S.
Korea. Many employers provide
room & board + other benefits.
No teaching background or Asian
languages required . For more
information call: (206) 971-3570

For Rent
aa-oss th~ street from campus.
Call 8&8 Enlierprises for appointment 232-4466, a local call.

APARTMENTS CLOSE TD CAM-
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cEss-

today-348-5250.

For Rent

year. Twelve-month lease.

Roommates
Q6..97 yr. Call Nikki 348-5171

DAYTONA BEACH SPRING
BREAK! Break away to the
hottest action in Florida where
guys meet girts! N.ew motel on
the ocean, AAA-rated. beach volley ball, free MTV. Pool and wet

FAA 216.
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Professional attire a most
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER wil have Mass at noon today in the.
Newman Chapel, comer of Q1h and Lincoln..
NEWMAH CATHOLIC CENTER will have Sacrament of Reconciliation.
3:30-4:30 p,m. today at the Newman Chapel.
NEWMAN CATffOLIC CENTER will ha-.oe Choir practice at 8: 15 p.m.
IOnight n Coleman Auditorium.
OMEGA PSI PHJ fratenWty. Inc. will have a formal smoker at 7 p.m.
IOnight h the Greenup Rm. MLK Union. All men interested in becoming
members she>Wd attend. Shirt and tie ~ired.
OMEGA PSI PHI fra temity. Inc. will have a party at 7p.m . -1
a..m.•SalUrday Jan. 27. at Stiic lomge. Come party with the Omegas'
"How ya feel Hip Hop to you c1rop· party.
AJ.M. Wlll KAVE a meeting at 5:30 p.m. today in the ·Union Coffee
)(press. Upcoming ewnts will be discussed:
BAPTIST STUOEMT UNION will have 8tie study at 7 p.m. tonight in
the Sullivan Rm. Mt.K Union. The study will be on Barnabas. Jdn us!
lfTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHlP will have Pastor Bauer to
speak on Discipleship at 7 p.m. tonight in the Chariestc:n.'Mattoon Rm,

MLK Union.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA d have Ru$h at 5:30 p.m. today in Lawson
Basement. To .woid a fine. call Abbi at81n if you can't attend.
SOCIETY FOR HUMAN RESOURCE Mngt will have a meeting at 6
p.m. tonight in lH 029. Any cpestions cal Tara 581- 8199.
BU BLOOD DRIVE Committee will have a meeting at 8 p.m. IOnight in
lhe Schahrer Rm. All committee members must attend. New members
welcome.
SOMA Will HAVE a meeting at 7:30 p.m. tonight in 3 18 Coleman
Hall. Bring coffee cups<lld blankets. We will be medbting with Steve
and Jason. All welcome.
STUDENT INVE.STMENT SOCIETY wiO have a meeting at 7 p.m .
IOnightin LH 21.
STUDENT VOLUNTEER CENTER has Altematjve Spring Break
ApplicaOOns available. Call 348-0230.
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS BOARD win have a board meeting at 6:30
p.m. tonighl in the BOG Room - Library.. All invited to learn about
Student Publications.
MTEA Wlll HAVE an executiYe meetng at 6 p.m. tonight in the HECA
office.
PLEASE M>lE:·CaT1)US Clips are run freed charge ONE DAY ONLY tor
<f!l'f ~ C.il'm'S mpnjzatjmal E'Wft. M Cli~ shoold be submtted to
11>e ·Daily Easiem News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAV SEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event schecUed for lh.rsday shoUd be
sU>rritted as a CanplS er,. t>y NOON We<t>esdat. (Thursday is deadine
lOr Flid"'f, Sahlnlay or Sunday ewrts.) C1$>S S<i>mi1tEd AFTER DEADLltE
WU NOT be poblished. No wil be tJken bv ......... Nov Clip lhot is
ilegtie oc c:artaiis confl~ information \VILL NOT BE R\.111. t:lips nny be.
edited b available space.
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classified advertisin

For Rent

Lost & Found

ONE LOFT apartment heat.
water. $ trash i'w:lucled. Available
immediately. Rent $275 345-2784

LOST: Dark Green Coat wi th
scarf and gloves at Stix 1119. If

1126
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· o-.-, -s.ized
apartments for fal 96. sgJ-6266

Pets Extra.

1126

nN~o~wnLE~
AS~1N~G
~
fOi=1a1~06~a

4-5

bdnn hoose f« !J'OOP of 5-6. Pets
Extra 897-6266

1/26
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QUIET, mature ~na. Al vtiities paid. 1 Sdrril $365-1 person.
$195 pp-2 pee.Die. 2 Bdrm $200

per ~rson . l/nfumish ed. CaU
345-6759 leave message. No
Parties!

516

~FV~R~N""'IS~H~E~or4r.:jj"'10~R~M"'H"O"ose

$175 each for tow, close to campus. 348-0288
1129

2~.~
3 .~
.~
.5~B"E~D~R~o~o"M~H~ou~s~ES for

rent. $175-$210/month rent. 2l3
bedroom apartment. 348-5032

2128

M~CA~
R~
T-Hu~
R-M-A-N~O~
R-A-P
=
ART-

MENTS Now Leasing for 96-97
school year. Furnished. t 2-monlh
tease 345:2231

516

w=e-L-L~
K~E~
P~
T~5~8-E_D_R_O~·OM
HOUSE. next to campus, washer/dryer, pets possible, 3 room·
mates needed. 34S-2671

211

~Fo~R~o~e:~o~1~s~c~AQ~o~c-v~EA~Rr.· 10

month lease·. 1 &: 2 Bedroom
apes. Fumfshed- Air-Cooditioning.
Call 345-2516

211

3~-~4~B~R~
liou-s~e~s-f~o~
r ~re~
nt"tor
Summer and/or Fall & Spring.

Women preferred. Rent from

$170. $200 person . Will be
shown this Friday and Sawrday.

CaU 342-3475 or348-0091.

For Sale
COMPAQ SRIEFCASE ~r
and printer. $150. Marlboro
Harrwnod $50, 581~863

1126
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810, $400. Headpiece $100. 345-2768.
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. Hotel

reservations included., Great idea
for SprinQ Steak.. For mere infor.
mation call 348-t502...
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(Paid 2'29). Panasonic Double

Deck, Cd Stereo (Paid t 59) .

BEST OFFER! can 581-2037

________________ 1126

PRESCRIPTION GLASSES. blue

LensCrafter case. found in
Buzzard parking lot. . C laim at
RadiolTV Center.
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Doon esbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Announcements
fomd contact 58t-5558.
~---------------1Q6
NI COLE CO URI, COU RTNEY
REEG. CARIE GURA, LAURA
EATON and l lSA VASHKELIS of
SIGMA KAPPA: Congratulations
on your Panhel offices! Your sis,..
tiers are prood ot you.

~~~--~--~~-•as

FREE FINANClAL AID! Over $6
Bmion in public and private sector
grants & sch olarships is now
available. Al students are eligible
regardless of grades. income, or
parenrs income. ~t us help. Cal
Studen t Fi nan.cial Service.s: 1800--263-MQS ext. F57383

MISTER BOFFO

by Joe Martin

--~~~~~~~~215

WAY TO GO SIG KAPS-on winning first Place in the Oeftl Chi
Sorority Superbowl!

1/25

TA~i~1t~N~n~o~N~F~
R~A~1~t~R~N""
1 1 1es
AND SORORITIES Capone's and
Panthers are available for private
parties and functions 348-0288

~~~~~~-----1BI

SPRING BREAK! Onfy 1 week tp
liw-OON'T BLOW IT!! Organize
gr o up·T RAVEl
FREE
Jamaica/Cancun $399 Bahamas
$359 Florida $ 109 'FREE INFORMATION! Sunsplash 1 ·800-42~
7710

=--~--=~----~·2115

MR. ANO MRS. E .l.U. BOOY9 UIL OINGl Fitness Competition,
March 2. 7:00 pm. Forms available a t SRC desk:.. Deadlines for

en1ries February 16.

________________ 1126
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Announcements

you with an y o f the services
offe<ed.
H/A1125

Announcements
IRENE P1ACCNCIA!!

~~~~Fe~'ts1;18~X ~~~on

getting pinned to Jeff Wilms of
Sigma Chi! Y® r sisters are excit·
ecfforyou!

ms

~---------------1126
DELTA SIGS FORMAL SMOKER
6:00 in the chapter room.

~---------------1/25

WELCOME SACK STUDENTS,
New bulbs. New beds, Spring
Break Packages 10 Daytona,
Cancun. Panama City. Padre. 10
tans $30.00. Buy Sprin g Brea\
Packs from us and receive dis·

=s.~-~
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L~T~H
~E~L~
A~
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N~
D~R~Y~YOU

,~,~
LL~eu~TT~Z
~
ol~Ar
LP~H
~A
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S~IGMA

CAN STUFF IN A BAG. Qui ck,
worry free servjce. OONNAS
CLEANERS 345-3454

TAU: Congratulation~ on bein g
named Delta Sigfna Sweetheart!

1126-

-.-o-.•-.~busi-

SIGMA TAU : Corigrab,jations on
being named Sig Ep Sweelheart!.!

ness fraternity will host a •meet
the ch apter• nig.ht on Janu ary
30th in Coleman auditorium at
7pm for prospective new members. Call Greg Rei seck 3457024 or Wendy Ei ers 581-3040

•c~o~NnG~R~A~1~onc,A~1n
1o~N~s~c~Au' RA
EATON of SIGMA KAPPA on get-

counts on tans. swimwear, and
lotions. Jamaican Tan 348-0018.

tin g pinned to Steve Jasinski of
Oetta Sigma Phi~ Your sisters are
happy for you!

4 107thSt
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with any ~stions.

1Q6
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UCTS, but don't know where to
buy them? Call: 58·1 ·2948 Avon
Independent
Sal es
Represen.tative.

1Q5
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OSBERG of SIGMA KAPPA of
getting l avaliered to Pet e
Rakiewicz of Delta Chi! Your sisters are happy Jot you.

~---------------•125
STUDENT WELLNESS ASSOCI·
ATION PRESENTS The Annual
Superbowt Party. Sunday Jan 28,
4-10p.m. at the S.K.C.T.V. $ 1
charge. Food, Beverages supplied. Drawings and prizes ·atso.

________________1126·

1125

c~A~Rn1s~1~1~E~K~R"O~P~P~or
fTArl~PHA

1/25

1/25
RA~1~1e~wmAA~c~o~t,A~l~P~AT
A~s~rG~MA

TAU: Con~ulations on getting
enga~ to Brain Ritschel. TAO

LoVe, our-Sisters

1125

CONGRATULATIONS
TO
KIRSTEN CELEREK, JENNY
SAUNDERS,
a nd
DIANE
SCHMELZEL of ALPHA SIGMA
TAI.) on being accepted into the
Honorary O«ler of Omega!!

________________1125

BEN JANVRIN of SIGMA Pl.
Thanks for the wonderflJ goodies
Sunday. You'.re th e. BE ST
Sweetheart!! T AU Love. Your
Girts

1125
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NIGHT. . . CliRONIC
ITCH._Playing al your favorites
a nd featuring special g u est

ATIENTION SENIORS, ORDER
YOUR PERSONALIZED GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS AT
TOKENS. PACKAGE O f 25
ONLY $39.95

2129
w~E~R~E-Y~o~u~A~oo=PT~E~D~?~
"
w'oo1d
you like to eam $20..Parti~nts
needed for a study on life satis·
faction and adoption. 217·332·

0065

~---------------1126

CUPID SEZ. YOU'LL LOVE THE
VALENTINE
ST UFF
AT
TO KENS. ORDER A BALLOON
BOU QUET FO R SWEE TIE.
W E 'l l DELIVER. OR SHIP
YOUR ORDER TOO.

2114

,~U~ST
~
S~
P:
EN=c
~E~':
S. ,-1~
48
~
6="TH ST.
30% OFF SALE! OPEN TUES.·
SAT. 1:3().5:00. TELE 345-1469.

NEED A GREAT
131~-r ... ID~
S._.R.PR.ISE?
Put a Photo and a Message in
The Daily East:er:n Ne'W"s
on Your Friend's Birthday!

FOR A L L TO SEE!

M.t ,j.il·ilf·l r!Qij_3 I
i ll 11 . 11.51

l ji(f ,j,l,h!.f .i i

l ii\!WiWt \(j 11 3 I 1$14
"llTON HIAO tt.LAN O
·-~. ........~...

. ........ , ........11••,..,..... ill>'

t -8GlGl·StllolCll.4S5
•totM...-- 4 ftl'lSUf 10Jd

JOU. tl'911

WE ALSO BUY!

~~~--~~~---.1 126

Oon·1 forget to visit t he New
Student pd)lications Office. ~
ed in the Union TV l ounge. You
can place your classified a ds
lhefe. or even 3 birthday ad. for
more information con tact The
Daily Eastem News at 58t -2812..
Someone will be glad to assist

W hen your
money's
:running out,
and the rent
is coming due...
Sell your stuff
in The News'
Classifieds!

THEY
WILL

WORK
FOR
YOU!!

Where do students get the experience they need
to be successful after graduation?

Graduate School.
Assistantships.
Internships.
Jobs.
(First you need a good resume.)

o-acllin- is 3

b u s i n - ss

cloaays

b - f < > r - i t she>ulcl r u n -

The Daily Eastern News design department
can help you get a good start with
professional resume service. Affordable,
convenient, ualit . Call 581-2812 today to get
on t e roa to future success!
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Grapplers hoping to stay healthy down the stretch
By CHAO MEROA

Invite, Juan Puente was injured and

Staff writer

required nine stitches in his forehead.
The trend continued when two more
Panthers suffered injuries. Senior Tim Fix
injured his knee while junior Dave Pena,
who is second on the team with 24 wins,
hurt his neck. In order to be successful from
here onou~ health is key.
Junior College conn.ecti>n At the begin-

The men's wrestling team has seen its
share of success this season. ·aut if the
team's success is to last inro the regionals,
manyfaclors will come into play.
Injurie• Up until the mid point of the
season, the team was fortunate to be relatively injury free. Then the tide starred to
turn.
John Wells cracked a rib in practice over
a month ago and he is unsure when he Will
return .. At the Southern Illinois University

ning of the season there was great anticip:ttion for the anival of Matt Hughes and John
Wells - both two-tilne junior college All-

Americans.
Hughes is having a spectacu1ar season

and continues to lead by example, as can be
seen in his team best 29-6 season record
and his No. 8 national ranking. He lias also
placed first on three separare occasions.
But Wells has not shared the same success. He got off to a quick start, but has
been slowed down by injury. "My season so
far hasn't been the gre.a test," Wells said.
"Hopefully when I get back I can improve."
Underdogs Chad Surles has placed in
the last three meets, and freshman Curtis
Owen placed !him and fourth in the last two
mee1s. Bucky Randolph also contributed a
fourth place finish last week.

If they continue to get better they may
prove to be valuable commodities in con-

tributing to the teara 's success.
Endurance and conditioning The
Panthers have a .grueling o:hedule in early
February. Theywillhave three meets within
a span offive clays.
They will face Northern Illinois at home
on Eeb» 7. A meet against Southern Illinois
Universitywas canceled, so the team added
a meet on Feb. 9 against Purdue and
Northern Iowa. The Panthers will conclude
their tough stretch with another home meet
against Marquette on Feb. II.

HOOPS~mpage12 - - - - - - Jordan scores 12, Bulls
Rick Kaye nailed a three-pointer to cut the led to 4531 with 17:23 left in the game.
But the Golden Eagles would go on an 11-1 run that
was highlighted by Hoam's alley-oop dunk. After
onlyscoiing five points in the first half, Hoam would
return in the second frame lo fmish the game with 22
poin1s.
"Their kids had a lot ofbalance, but our kids didn't
have anyfuer' Samuels said. "We justweren'tveryin
tune with the game tonight."
Sh&.ve~ who came off the bench to score a teamhigh 12 poin1s, explained that it was tough lo compete
witha team that9utreboundedEastern41-28.
"They were just getting right in our jocks;" Shaver
said. "We felt that we could make a run on them. We
just didn't step up."

DEFENSEfompage
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Eastern scoreless until the 6:38.mark. By then, the
s~ore was 64-37. And according to ·samuels,
Eastern \l'taS not in the game emotionally:

"I was concerned our balloon deflareii so quick-

ly," Samuels· said. "We just weren't in the game
emotionally and we needed to answer in this way
in order to stay in the game."
But the rebounding seemed to be the 'difference
in not only the second half, but in the game.
Northeastern's rebounding explosion was paced by
the Golden Eagles' Monre O'Quinn, as he finished

The Panthers stayed close with the Golden Eagles
in the first half. Both teams traded scores until it
seemed Eastern would start pulling aW8y.
When Andre Rodriguez canned• three with just
under eight minutes remaining in the .first half, it gave
Eastern some breathing room witha 17-12 lead.
But Northeasrern stormed back by going on a 13-2
run, giving it a 25-19 advantage with 4:49 left in the
half.
Eastern tried to regain the lead, as an Eric Frankfom
layup cut the deficit lo 27-23. But the Golden Eagles
again went on a teai; fmishing out the half with a f5-3
run and putting the game all but out of reach.
"(Northeastern) coach (Rees) Johnson said that it
was their nigh~ but I think we contribured to that,"
Samuels said.

still beat Grizzlies 104-84

CHICAGO (AP) - Michael
Jordan scored a sea.son-low 12
point., but the Chicago.Bulls didn't
falter, beating the Vanco.uver
Grizzlies I 04-84 Wednesday for
their franchise-recom 27th straight
regular-seasonhome win.
Chicago, now36-3, won i1s 13th
straight game -the second time this
season the Bulls have won 13 in a
row - behind Scottie Pippen's 30
poin1s.
Jordan, leading the league with a
31.1 average, scored 15 against the
Celtics in the second game of the
season \Olien he pla>~d just 21 minutes in a lopsided victory.
the game with 16 boards.
Joman, Wllo picked up his thit<I
And while Andrell Hoard did pick up his game and fourth rouls in the thit<I quart.~
in the second half, scoring 17 in the final 20 minutes, Samuels believes O'Quinn was the difference finally got his first basket of the
secondhalfona stu1fwith4:30 left
in the ball game and was one of the main factors in in the period and then hit a jumper
keeping his team from getting back into the conlo get his ninth and 10th poin1s. The
test.
.baseline
shot gave Chicago a 16-55
"We couldn't keep O'Quinn off the boards and
lead Jordan, just 4-for-10 fiom the
the team knew that was his stre.ngth," Samuels
field, didn't play the final period.
said. "Frankl:,1 I don't think Hoard's play made a
Pippen hit 13of15 sho1s, including
difference."

all three 3-pointers, and Dennis
Rodman had 16 rebounds for the
Bulls.
Bryant Reeves led the Grizzlies
with 23 poin1s.
The Bulls, 20-0 at the United
Center this season, have not lost at
home in the· regular sea.son since
Match 24, 1995, in Jordan's first
home ga.rcle after coming ·o ut of
retirement. The Bulls had a 26game·homecourt winning streak at
Chicago Stadium from Dec. 14,
1990 lo l'vh1Ch23, 1991.
Pippen scored 14 of Chicago's
first 25 poin1s and the Bulls built a
15-point first.quarter lead.
Vancouver cut the lead to seven
late in the second quarter before
Chicago went back up by 14 at the
half with an 8-1 run in the final two
minutes.
Joman had only four first-half
points, had two sho1s blocked.during one 10-recond span and'picked
up two fouls. He misred four of live
shots.
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Second half problems continue to plague Panthers
By BRIAH LESTER
Staff writer

And strong it was.
Northeastern ran off the
first six points of the final

The Lady Panthers just cannot get away
from their second half troubles.

20 minutes to take a 32-26
lead. And according to

Once again, Eastern v.'as leading its oppo-

freshman guard Angie

nent late in the second half. But just as the
lead disappeared against the Univer:sity at
Buffalo Monday night, Eastern soon succumbed to Northeastem's defense.
The Lady Golden Eagles used a 10-0 run
in the final siX minutes of play to .shift the
mome.ntum of the game into their favor.
This shift soon led to a strong second half
for Northeastem and eventually a 54-40 victory.

Patzner, who led the team
with 8 points , North-

eastern's defense

Northeastern he.ad coach Denise Taylor

also believed the defense

\Vas

the key to

winning the ballgame, as her team held
Eastern to 14 points in the second hali

..I dllnl: we turned up our defensive level
and we did a much better job of making the
adjustment in thesecond half and turning up
the.intensity an Eastern," Taylor said.

\Vas

In addition to the increased defensive

clearly the difference.
"(Northeastern)
switched its defense in the second half,"
Patzner said. "The.y usually play matchup
zone but when that didn't work, they went

int<>USity, Eastern bead coach John Klein
thought Northeastern's defense kept his
team from capitali2ing on scoring opportu-

John Klein

into a man-to-man defense-. From there., \\'e

nities.
"'I thin1:. Northeastern \Vas a. lot quicker
and stronger and our team couldn't handle

just couldn't get anything going."

them in the second half," Klein said. "(But)

with them playing that type of defense, we
should have been able to exploit the
defense. But we jwt c.ouldn 't execute on
offense."
Northeastern 's " quicker and stronger"
play forced Eastern into 28 turnover:s - 15
of them in the sec.a nd half But the dismal
statistic that stuck out was Eastem's second
half field goal percentage. The Lady
Panthers were 6-of-26 from the field in the
second period.
According to Patzner, the offense just
wasn't in a diythm.
" We just didn't click in the second half
offensively.,. Patzner_said. '"It seemed like
we just weren' t able to keep our act together

McClements wants new heights
ByBRJAN LESTER

team finished at 16-7 - despite losing to Rockburst (Mo.) College 3-0
in the regional final.

Staff writer

TIDl McClements has four goals
for the upcoming s<>ason if he gets
the bead coaching j ob for the

Eastem men's soccer team.
"The goals I have in mind·for
the upcoming season are as follows: continue to improve from
day one, win the conference, get a
berth to the NCAA t01trna0 le!lt and
the fourth goal is to win the national title," McClements said.
''Basically, it 's kind of like a
ladder because a team is not going
to win the conference unless it continues to improve from day one."
In addition to his goals,
McClements - the second of four
finalists for the job - also has experience with winning at the collegiate level.
For the past t\\' O s easons he
c.o ached at Baker (Kan.) University, an NAIA school, and is
coming off a season in which his

Before taking over the duties at
Baker, he sen 1ed as an assistant
coach at Northern Illinois Universi ty for one year.. He also
\vorked as an assistant coac.h at
another NAIA school - Mi dwestern State Univenity (Te.us)
-for two seasons.
McClem<>nts played soccer for
Indiana Univessity, where he '''on a
national title, and believes having
this experience would be a strong
point for him as a coach
" Having this experience is

invaluable., .. McCle-ments said.
"(And) since I have been on a team
that won the national title, I know
what it takes to get there. I believe
if I can get the players to team
\vhat it takes to \Vin it all, this team
could also obtain the goal of winning a national title because I think
the players at E.astern want to go to
the next level."

But McClements realizes win-

ning is not going t o be easy - especially considering; lhe team will be
playing in the Missouri Valley
Conference, which is widely rec-·
ognized as one <Jf the strongest

soccer conferences in the nation.
Despite this fact, though, be
believes playing strong teams ,.;u
only improveEastern's t"'"""Ifyou're going to go to the ne.'tt
leve~ you need to play against the
best teams,"' McClements said.
"(The Missouri Valley Conference)
will give the temi the opportunity
to do that game atler game because
the teams in the MVC show up to

play soccer."
Chris Kanvoski. who is an assistant coach at th.e University of
Pittsburgh, will be interviewed this
Friday in the Lantz Pool Lounge at
10:30 a.m. Troy Fabiano, wlio
served as Eastern's interim head
coach last season. will be intervieived Monday at 10:30 a.m. in
the Lantz Club Room.

SCOTT PAINTER/Slaff phctographer
Lady Panthers guard Jess Laska, a sophomore, drf\°€5 to the basket

against a Noriheastern filinois defender. Laska contributed three steals
a1uifour assists i11 Eastern~ 54-40 losr at Lantz Gym Wednesda)t
STANDINGS

Favre named NFL Player of the Year
PHOENIX (AP) - Brett Favre made it to the Sup..Bowl,just not in the way he hoped.
Favre., who led the SUiprising Green Bay Packers to
the NFC title game this season, picked up another
honor Wednesday when he was named the NFL's
Player of the Year.
"This is a\\·esome/' said Fa"Te, who previously \\1 on
the league 's MVP and NFL Offensive Player of the
Year awards. "It hasn't hit me yet and I hope it never

ufil.,.,
The. fifth-year pro set an NFC record with 38 toucli-

doMl passes and threw for 4,413 y.ards, guiding the
Packers to an 11-5 record and their fust NFC Central
title in 23 year:s. It was their first !I-victory season
since 1966.
They beat Atlanta and San Francis:co in the opening
rounds of the playoffs before losing to Dallas 38-27 in
the conference championship game.
Fu>re accepted bis Player of the. Year trophy at a
Phoeni.~ hotel, posed for pictures and then had to seek
refnge in a hospitality room to avoid a S\\'amt of autograph seekers.

C 0 HF E R E N C E
Men~

Team

Conf.

Valparaiso
Western Ill.
Buffalo
Central Conn.

6-1
5-2
4-3
4-3
4-4
3-4
3-4
3-4

basketball standings as of Northeastem
Jan. 24.
Eastern ID.
Saturday's games
Troy State

Eastern at Western Illinois
Central Connecticut at Buffalo
Valparaiso at Mo.-Kausas City
Troy State at Youngsto\\'ll State

Mo.-K.C.
Youngsto\\·n
Chicago St.

All

11-6
8-6
7-7

7-7
8-9

5-9
6- 10
5-8

2-5

1-8

2-6

2-14
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CAI.I. 345-2363
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Sports

Eagle defense
stifles Eastern
in second half
By JOSH HARBECK
Staff writer
Some people can’t handle change.
With seven minutes left to play in
Wednesday night’s first half, Northeastern
Illinois University switched its defense
from zone to man-to-man and effectively
shut down the Lady Panthers for the
remaining 27 minutes of the game en route
to a 54-40 victory.
The Golden Eagles (8-8, 5-3 in the MidContinent Conference) turned a nine point
first-half deficit into a tie at the break, and
outscored Eastern 28-14 in the second half
to claim the conference win.
The 14-point total for the second half is
the lowest Lady Panther output in a half
this season.
(6-9,
■ Breaking down the 3-4Eastern
in the MidLady Panthers’ offen- Con) started the
game
well,
sive woes.
breaking out to a
6-0 lead which
STORY page 11 they increased to
17-8 nine minutes into the
period. But then Northeastern changed its
game plan.
“(Northeastern) was in a match-up zone
and we did a really nice job against that,”
Eastern head coach John Klein said. “Then
they went to a pressure half-court, man-toman defense. At that point we really struggled in our half-court offense.”
For the final seven minutes of the first
half and the entire second half, the Lady
Panthers were held to eight field goals.
The trouble, according to freshman
guard Angie Patzner, was Eastern’s inability to run its half-court offense.
“They denied the entry pass, and we’re
not used to that,” she said. “We adjusted at
halftime, but it was too late.”
However, the Eagles’ defense was not
impenetrable. Forward Sarah Probst said
that there were holes to be found. “I don’t
think we took advantage of how open the
posts were,” she said. “Obviously we outsized them, except for (Northeastern center) Delores Jones.”
In the second half, there were several
times down the floor where the 5-foot-8
Patzner was matched up in the post against
the Eagles’ Tori Boudreaux, a 5-foot-2
guard. However, the advantage was never
exploited.
The defense also forced the Lady
Panthers into some bad decisions. And
See DEFENSE page 10
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Eagles fly past Panthers
By DAN FIELDS
Sports editor
Eastern center Michael Shaver
summed it up in five words.
“They just had more desire.”
The Golden Eagles from Northeastern Illinois came into Lantz Gym
Wednesday night and handed the
Panthers a 73-48 Mid-Continent
Conference defeat, breaking Eastern’s
short-lived two-game winning streak.
The 25-point loss was the worst the
Panthers (5-9 overall, 3-4 in the MidCon) have suffered this season in the
conference. Head coach Rick Samuels
would much rather forget about this
game and concentrate on Eastern’s next
contest with Western Illinois on Jan. 27
in Macomb.
“It was a bad loss,” Samuels said.
“We just have to get this one behind
us.”
Going into the game, Eastern had to
worry about not only the conference’s
leading scorer in Andrell Hoard, but
another offensive threat in Monte
O’Quinn.
O’Quinn, who was forced to sit out
the second-half of last season because
of academic ineligibility, returned to
Charleston to record a double-double
by notching game highs in points (27)
and rebounds (16).
“He’s a real good player,” Shaver
said. “He was working real hard.”
After Northeastern raced out to a 4226 halftime advantage, the closest the
Panthers would come would be a 14point deficit – after sophomore guard
See HOOPS page 10

SCOTT PAINTER/Staff photographer
Eastern forward Eric Frankford (33) has his shot blocked by Northeastern’s Mike
Schott (24). Frankford had two points in eight minutes in Eastern’s 73-48 loss.

Northeastern defense limits Panther shots
By BRIAN LESTER
Staff writer
It seemed like the offense was just not
clicking Wednesday night at Lantz Gym.
And against Northeastern Illinois, the
Panthers just couldn’t get anything going
their way offensively, as Eastern shot a
dismal 43 percent from the field on 17 of
41 shooting in a 73-48 defeat Wednesday
night.
As for Northeastern, they knocked
down 14-of-33 field goal attempts and
also shot 36 percent (4-for-11) from
beyond the arc.
“They (Northeastern) came out playing,” redshirt Michael Shaver said after
Eastern’s 73-48 conference loss to

Northeastern. “They
were just hitting key
buckets and they
wouldn’t let us do
what we wanted to do
offensively.”
Eastern’s offensive
woes began late in the
second half, as the
Rick Samuels Golden Eagles’ defense
was the key to turning
a 17-17 tie into a 42-26 halftime lead,
keyed by 12 Panther turnovers and 9-for21 shooting from the field. And according to head coach Rick Samuels, the
Golden Eagles played good basketball in
the first half.
“Northeastern played well and they

had a lot of balance,” Samuels said. “We
had good opportunities early to attack
their zone defense, but we weren’t very
tuned into the game.”
In addition to poor shooting in the first
half, Eastern also struggled in the
rebounding category, as the Golden
Eagles outrebounded the Panthers 18-14
– 11 of which were offensive.
But the second half fared no better for
the Panthers, as they continued to struggle in all aspects of the game, including
Eastern’s troubling 8-for-18 shooting
from the field.
And this dismal shooting continued to
show with less than 12 minutes to play in
the game, when the Golden Eagles held
See DEFENSE page 10

Former Panther McElroy defies pro athletes’ stereotypes
In today's sports world it seems as if athletes are becoming more and more individual-minded and teamwork is virtually becoming a nonexistent word in most of the professional athletes' vocabulary.
No longer do some athletes play only for
the love of the game. Instead, they are more
concerned about making rap videos, endorsing products and having their names graced
across the sports pages for reasons beside the
number of points they had the night before.
To put it another way, “me” is the only
thing that matters.
Now granted, there is nothing wrong with
seeing Chicago Bulls superstar Michael
Jordan endorse Gatorade. This is not the
problem nor is it the point of this column.
The problem is with the attitude of the modern athlete and to give the fans an idea of
what I am talking about, here are a couple
examples to support this claim.

Brian Lester
Staff writer

Deion “Prime Time” Sanders of the Dallas
Cowboys, an athlete who seems to be the perfect endorser of greed, is a classic example.
As most fans know, Sanders left the 49ers
last year after winning a Super Bowl title and
signed a huge seven-year, $35 million contract with the Cowboys. Now if this is not a
man who is only in the sport for the money,
than I am open for suggestions.
Want more? How about the youth-related
troubles of the National Basketball
Association. Take, for example, the incident
involving Charlotte Hornet guard Kenny

Anderson, who skipped out on practice last
year and jaunted down to Manhattan to hang
out at a strip joint.
Or how about the attitudes of the
Minnesota Timberwolves' J.R. Rider and
Christian Laettner. It seems as if these rising
young stars have allowed their personal goals
get in the way of the team's goal.
The result: The Timberwolves have yet to
produce a winning season for the city of
Minneapolis in their seven years of existence.
Of course not all athletes go around with a
cocky, "I'm the only one that matters" attitude
just because they are playing a professional
sport. In fact, former Eastern football standout and current Indianapolis Colts rookie Ray
McElroy is clearly an exception to the typical
young athlete of the ’90s.
And last week I had the opportunity to
interview McElroy. And once I started talking to him, he turned out to be one of the best

interviews I've ever had.
For starters, he did not begin bragging
about how he got an interception and fumble
recovery in the playoffs. Nor did he begin
making up excuses as to why his team lost to
the Steelers.
Instead, he started out by talking about
how God had blessed the Colts and that the
team owes its success to God. He also mentioned the fact that God helped him maintain
his sanity as he made the transition from college to the pros.
McElroy's responses definitely impressed
me because they were answers I was not
expecting to write down in my note pad.
Nevertheless, McElroy's responses made
me stop and think about the values of today's
professional athletes. And while most athletes
fail to think like McElroy does, it is obvious
that McElroy knows God, not greed, is at the
center of his professional career.

